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ShopStyle wants its influencers to know their worth.

In November, the online platform rolled out new features geared

toward helping its influencer collective of 20,000 monetize even

more content. Now, it is unveiling a program that will allow

influencers to see just how much they’re driving in sales to retail

partners, as well as conversion and average order value.

“When a brand does sponsored content with an influencer,

those campaigns are increasingly becoming judged on

performance and sales metrics as opposed to things like brand

awareness,” said Brent Locks, ShopStyle’s general manager. “As

we continue to build on our commitment to invest more in

influencers and how they can grow their businesses by more

ShopStyle is rolling out new features that will allow its influencer collective to access
more data on how their retail partnerships perform.
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effectively meeting the advertiser’s goals, we need to make sure

that they also are evolving from a brand-building channel to a

revenue-driving channel.”

Through the Know Your Worth program, ShopStyle will let influencers
see their conversion rates, average order value and total sales driven
to retail partners.  Courtesy Image

ShopStyle influencers previously only had access to insights

such as how many orders were placed through a partnership

and how much they made from the partnership. The Know Your

Worth program allows influencers to see the total sales they’ve

driven to retail partners, conversion rates, average order values

and revenue share percentages — information that was

previously available exclusively to the retail partners. The

program gives influencers insight into the products and price

points that convert to different retailers.

“There are no other competitors out there that are giving this

level of transparency,” said Alison Stiefel, vice president of

marketing at ShopStyle. “It’s one of the things in this dark box

that hasn’t empowered influencers to really drive their business.

We’re unlocking that for them.”

In 2018, ShopStyle retail partners generated more than $100

million in sales through the company’s influencer collective.

Sponsored influencer campaign investments from retail

partners increased by more than 50 percent — and that number

is expected to grow even more this year. Influencer earnings

increased 45 percent in 2018 versus 2017.

“We’re trying to help our influencers become smarter digital

marketers to help them grow their business and therefore grow

the business of our retail and brand partners,” said Locks. “That

sort of transparency doesn’t exist today. It unlocks an incredible
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amount of insight for our influencers to help them with their

content strategy and ultimately build more valuable

relationships between our influencers and our retail partners.”
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Karl Lagerfeld memorial event to be held in Paris.   
In celebration of his legacy, the houses of Chanel,

Fendi and Karl Lagerfeld have organized a

memorial in honor of the fashion maverick, who

served as creative director of all three labels.   The

tribute, named “Karl For Ever,” will be held at the

Grand Palais in Paris on June 20, for one night

only during Paris Men’s Fashion Week.  Tap the

link in bio for more.   Report: @fleurfleurette . . . . .
#wwdfashion #karllagerfeld

Chiara Ferragni has partnered with Lancôme for

a makeup capsule collection.    Ferragni posted a

video teaser to her Instagram account showing

makeup palettes, mascaras and a range of

lipsticks, all in shiny pink packaging bearing her

signature blue eye logo.  “I wanted to create a

makeup collection that is 100 percent my style.

This is the reason why I joined forces with

Lancôme,” said Ferragni, who was already an

ambassador of the French beauty label. “We

worked on a product and communication that is

relevant for the girls of my generation. Flirty,

inspiring and fun are the three key words of this

empowering project. I deeply believe that makeup

is a huge weapon to feel better with yourself, to

face your everyday challenges and to achieve

your goals [fiercely].”  Report: 

the link in bio for more.  . . . #wwdbeauty 
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